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Abstract— Trafic low is one of the most important information elements in intelligent trafic transportation

engineering. This study developed a vehicle type classiication system using a neural network technique. The archi-

tecture of this study is divided into two parts, vehicle pictures are collected irst, and then divided into motorcycles,

sedans, recreation vehicles, buses and trucks to build a contrast database. The image processing techniques included

median iltering and edge detection used to de-noise to improve recognition eficiency. The second stage is process-

ing the previous data stage into the system identiication database. All data created by the database were then

input into the classiier for calculation. The classiication recognition rate was inally obtained. This study uses the

Generalized Regression Shallow Learning Neural Network (GRNN), Deep Neural Network (DNN) and Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN) classiication algorithms. The results show that vehicle classiication using the convolutional

neural network is better than that obtained with the deep neural network using the restricted Boltzmann machine.

Both types of neural networks produced much higher classiication than the generalized neural network. The deep

learning technique was shown better than the shallow learning approach in this study.

© 2017 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Technology development is changingwith each pass-

ing day. When city transportation systemhardware reaches

a certain level, or the government lacks the funds to provide

large transport improvement construction, the transporta-

tion system goes into crisis and if not addressed, eventually

inluences transport. Intelligent transportation technol-

ogy can improve transportation capacity. The intelligent

transportation system uses information, communications,

electronics, control and management to add value to ex-

isting transportation facilities. One of many intelligent

transportation systems is the detection, monitoring, con-

trol, transmission and display of roadway trafic conditions.

This system improves trafic low characteristics using real-

time trafic low calculation. The trafic low characteristics

are the indispensable information in social transport plan-

ning and city construction. The inluences of trafic lights

and signs on trafic low characteristics are indispensable

data. The trafic low of passenger cars equivalent is one of

the ways low on the road is calculated. The passenger car

equivalent is based on the existing road layout and trafic

composition. Each individual vehicle has a relatively small

car impact on the trafic low. The passenger car equiva-

lent formula has different values in different places because

each city's speed limit and trafic composition is different.

The passenger car equivalent presents different qualities

under different circumstances [1, 2].

This study uses ministry of transportation compiled

speciications for the passenger car equivalent formula.

The weight coeficient for a motorcycle is set at 0.3, for a

small car is 1 and for a large car is 2. The equivalent num-

ber of passenger cars will be set according to region-wide

trafic low. Neural network technology is proposed for

conducting vehicle type classiication pictures. In order

to understand neural network technology performance in

vehicle classiication, deep learning and shallow learning

algorithms are used and compared in this study.
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Artiicial intelligence has been used inmany applica-

tions such as information and electronic engineering. The

deep model was proposed by Hinton in 2006 with mul-

tilayer hidden layer learning [3]. This method uses the

Smolensky research based on the restricted Boltzmannma-

chine proposed in 1986 [4]. This model guarantees that

the data logarithm increases as the number of layers in-

creases. When enough layers are studied, this deep struc-

ture becomes a generationmodel that can be reconstructed

using top-down sampling, reconstructing the whole data

set. Hinton [5] believed this model can be a dimensional

data structure with effectively extracted features. In 2012,

Dean and Ng [6, 7] lead the Google team to use the deep

neural network in successful applications. In 2011, feed

forward neural network deep learning uses convolutional

layers and pooling layers with a pure classiication layer.

The training process also eliminated the need to introduce

unsupervised pre-training [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. This method

won various types of pattern recognition contests in 2011

[13], including the 2011 trafic mark recognition contest

[14] and other games. Neural network technology is pro-

posed in this study for use in vehicle classiication for trafic

low information acquisition and computation in an intelli-

gent transportation system [15, 16, 17, 18, 19].

II. PRINCIPLES OF VEHICLE IMAGE PROCESSING AND NEURAL

NETWORK

Neural network technology is used in vehicle clas-

siication to train and classify vehicle pictures. Both the

median ilter and edge detection are used in image pro-

cessing to improve performance. These two methods will

delete some unnecessary image information, reduce the op-

erating time and improve the recognition rate. This study

can be divided into three stages: image capture, image pro-

cessing and classiier identiication. These stages will be

discussed and analyzed separately. The research methods

are described in the following sections.

A. Deep Neural Network

The deep DNN used in this study is pre-trained by

the Deep Belief Network (DBN) to provide good initial pa-

rameters for deep neural networks [20, 21]. Three or more

Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) layers compose our

hidden layer, as shown in Figure 1. The completed deep

neural network architecture is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 1 . Structure of DBN-RBM

Fig. 2 . Structure of DNN

Figure 1 shows the RBMwill limit these networks to

a visual layer and a hidden layer. V represents the visual

layer and h1 to h3 represent the hidden layer. These layers

are connected, but the layers of neurons are not connected

to each other. These hidden layers are trained to capture

the relevant feature data from the visual layer. In RBM pre-

training the joint probabilities of a visual node and a hidden

node are shown in Equation 1.

p(v, h; θ) =
exp (−E(v, h, θ))∑

v
∑

h exp (−E(v, h, θ))
(1)

The joint probability of each visible node, as shown

in Equation 2.

p(v, h; θ) =

∑
h exp (−E(v, h, θ))∑

v
∑

h exp (−E(v, h, θ))
(2)

where θ is the RBM parameter and v is one of the vis-

ible nodes. h is one of the hidden nodes and E is an energy

function. There are two training algorithms in RBM. The

irst algorithm converts the input real random variable into

a binary random variable, as shown in Equation 3.
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E(v, h; θ) = −
i∑

i=1

j∑
j=1

wjivihi −
∑i

i=1
nivi −

j∑
j=1

mjhj

p(hj = 1│v; θ) = σ(
∑i

(i=1)
wijvi +mj)

p(vi│h; θ) = σ(
∑j

(j=1)
wijhi + ni)

(3)

The second algorithm converts the binary random

variable calculated above into another binary variable, as

shown in Equation ), so that RBM can retrieve the feature.

E(v, h; θ) = −
i∑

i=1

j∑
j=1

wjivihi +
1

2

i∑
i=1

(vi− nj)2 −
j∑

j=1

mjhj

p(hj = 1│v; θ) = σ(
∑i

(i=1)
wijvi +mj)

p(vi│h; θ) = N(

j∑
(j=1)

wihj + ni, 1)

(4)

where wij is the weight value of i visual nodes and

j hidden nodes, m and n are the offset vectors of the visible

and hidden layers, and σ is an activation function deined as

Equation 5.

σ = tanh(z) =
ez − e−z

ez + e−z
(5)

All features are accumulated, and then the original

market data are reverse transmitted to complete the DBN

training. RBM can also be used as a discriminant model,

that is, we can use RBM to classify, as long as the conditional

probabilityp (y│x) is calculated as shown inEquation6. The

x is a training sample, and y is a category label, RBM can be

classiied as shown in Figure 4.

∂logP (yj|xi)
∂θ

=
∑

j
sigm

(
oyj(xi)

)∂oyj(xi)

∂θ
−∑

j,y∗
sigm

(
oy∗i(xi)

)
P (y∗│xi)

∂oy∗j(xi)

∂θ

(6)

where oyj(x) = cj +
∑

k wjkxk + Ujy . This can be

used to calculate the gradient effectively and then use it in

random gradient calculation optimization.

B. Convolutional Neural Network

The CNN is a feed forward neural network. Its ar-

tiicial neurons can respond to a part of the neuron in the

coverage area and have excellent performance for image

processing [22]. The CNN consists of one or more convo-

lution layers and a top-connected full connection layer, as

well as a convolutional layer and a pooling layer. This struc-

turemakes the CNNextract the image and the characteristic

speech information using the two-dimensional input data

structure. Compared with other deep learning structures,

the convolutional neural network can give the better image

and speech recognition results. CNN can also be trained

using the back propagation algorithm. Compared with the

deep neural network, the feed forward neural network and

the CNN require fewer parameters, making the CNN an at-

tractive deep learning structure.

The purpose of the convolution layer is to extract the

different input characteristics. The irst convolution layer

may only extract some low-level features such as edges,

lines and corners. More network layers can extract more

complex features from the low-level features. Before the

convolution operation, we irst need to determine the size

of the ilter, for the upper local experience layer of a feature

xi andwe use the convolution kernel kij as a weight to get xi

*kij and then sum it plus the offsets, as shown in Equation

7.

xl
j = f

(∑
i=Mj

xl−1
i ∗ klij +Bl

)
(7)

whereMj is the local feeling corresponding to neuron

j, kij
l is the weight of the irst layer of neuron i to j input,

andBl is the only bias of the irst layer. The sampling layer,

also known as the pool layer, is intended to reduce the net-

work training parameters and the model over-itting.
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Therefore, the pooling layer is usually added after the con-

volution layer to maintain the original message in the pic-

ture. From the information multiplied by the training pa-

rameters, coupled with the training bias, the results ob-

tained by the activation function can be obtained by the

current neuron output. The activate function usually uses

the sigmoid function or tanh function, and the irst output

formula layer, as shown in Equation 8.

xl
j = f(βldown(xl−1

i ) +Bl (8)

where β is the training parameter for the irst layer,

and down (x) represents the down-sampling of x, and the

activation function can use the sigmod function, as shown

in Equation 9, or the tanh function as shown in Equation 10.

f(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(9)

f(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
(10)

After forwarding propagation computation, the con-

volution neural network will carry out back-propagation.

This is aimed at correcting the parameters and reducing the

error rate, error output layer, wherein assuming that the

output layerM nodes, then theoutput layernodeK the error

term, as shown in Equation 11. The error from the whole

connection layer, a irst layer before the layer is assumed.

There are nodes L and next layer has M nodes. Error term

for node j of the irst layer as shown in Equation 12.

δk = (dk − yk)yk(1− yk) (11)

δj = hj∑
M
k=1δkWjk (12)

where dk is the target output of node K, yk is the pre-

dicted output of node K and hj is the output of node j,wjk is

the weight of the irst layer to the next layer. After calculat-

ing theweight value adjustment, the kth inputweight vector

change in the nth iteration node j is as shown in Equation 13.

The change in the threshold value is shown in Equation 14.

∆wjk(n) =
n

1 +N
(∆wjk(n− 1) + 1)δkhj (13)

∆Bk(n) =
η

1 +N
(∆Bk(n− 1) + 1)δk (14)

where η is the learning rate, N is the current number

of input variables, such as after the update is complete as

shown in Equation 15. The threshold is shown in Equation

16.

wjk(n+ 1) = wjk(n) + ∆wjk(n) (15)

Bk(n+ 1) = Bk(n) + ∆Bk(n) (16)

The above formula is repeated until the error func-

tion decreases to the minimum value and no longer de-

creases. The error function is shown in Equation 17.

E =
1

2

∑M

k=1
(dk − yk)

2 (17)

III. DATA PROCESSING OF VEHICLES CLASSIFICATION

Five different vehicle model images were used to

classify vehicles. These ive vehicle pictureswere the sedan,

recreation vehicle, bus, truck andmotorcycle. Two hundred

data points were used for each model. These ive models

presented different physical structures as the condition for

recognition.

Fig. 3 . Vehicle classiication low chart

A 1000 data point database was established. This

database was processed through median iltering, noise re-

duction and edge detection over again into the classiier.
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The study low chart is shown in Figure 3. Vehicle im-

ages were processed through image processing and the

classiier for classiication. The inal recognition rate in

this study is the classiication result.

A. Image Processing

Gray scale was used after the median ilter and edge

detection processing to improve the recognition rate. Af-

ter the pictures were gray scale and median iltered noise

reduction was performed followed by edge binarization so

that lines can be more clearly displayed. Figure 4 shows

ive different image gray scale, median iltered and edge

detection vehicle pictures.

Fig. 4 . Image processing for different vehicle types

B. System Training and Test Conditions

The data were trained and tested using GRNN,

DNN and CNN. The test procedure included internal, half-

external and external methods of training and testing. The

results were then compared. The total amount of informa-

tion is 1000 pieces of data. Internal refers to all information

used in training and all information used in testing. Half-

external refers to half of all information used for training

and all data used for testing. Externally refers to all infor-

mation half of the time used for training, with the remaining

information used for testing.

C. Deep Neural Network Parameter Settings

Deep learning and shallow learning are different

point in that deep learning has many parameters that af-

fect the overall training time and recognition rates. The

DNN affects the training time and the recognition rate for

the ive parameters. The factors are (n1, n2) hidden layers,

learning rate, batch number, iteration number and training

numbers. The number of hidden neurons is adjusted by

giving n1 and n2 an initial value. The number of neurons

in another hidden layer is adjusted by ixing the number

of neurons in one hidden layer until the recognition rate is

not increased. Figure 5 shows the relationship between n1,

n2 and the recognition rate. The number of neurons in the

irst hidden layer n1 is no longer increased at around 900.

The number of neurons in the second layer is about 850

when the recognition rate reaches the highest point. This

study used n1 = 900 and n2 = 850 hidden neurons so that

the identiication rate reaches the maximum.

Fig. 5 . Hidden layer parameters of deep neural network

When the weight (iteration) is updated, the gradient

algorithm learning rate will be multiplied by a coeficient.
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The coeficient is the learning rate. The learning rate ad-

justment method is accomplished through the study (0.5,

0.05, 0.005) of three values, as shown in Figure 6. The

irst 100 iterations are studied irst, with the irst 100 batch

number as the initial value. When the learning rate=0.5, the

whole line is turbulent, making the identiication rate easy

to cross to the minimum, so this will not be used. When

the learning rate = 0.005, the whole line has a very stable

decline, but the learning rate is too small. This will result

in convergence. If the function is too slow the recognition

rate will not arrive at the target. A learning rate of 0.05

occurs when the recognition rate can reach a maximum of

92%. When the learning rate is 0.5,0.005, the recognition

rate will reach only 77% and 85%, so this study used the

highest learning rate of 0.05.

Fig. 6 . Learning rate parameters of deep neural network

The batch number is the number of processed sam-

ples. If the number of batches is 1, it means that one data

point will be calculated. Increasing the number of batches

will reduce the recognition rate. These two factors are con-

tradictory to each other. So as the batch number reaches

a value, the time will reach the overall optimal. In order

to make the recognition rate reach its highest point, the

number of batches was set at 10. The number of iterations

is maintained from the previous function to ind the new

value. A repeated feedback process is inally achieved or

close to the target and the result. This research veriies that

with an increase in the number of iterations, the recogni-

tion ratewill increase. With an iterations number = 100, the

recognition rate no longer increases, while only the training

time increases. So the number of iterations selected for the

highest recognition rate and shortest training time = 100.

D. Convolutional Neural Network Parameter Setting

CNN and DNN are deep learning models that can

be propagated forward and backward. The CNN is not the

same as the DNN. The CNN hidden layer is composed of

a convolution layer and pool layer, and there is no hidden

layer n1 ′n2. These are the two parameters. The CNN has a

convolution kernel and the sampling layer needs to be set.

In this study these two parameters were not explored, so

these two parameters were used as original parameters.

The two convolution kernel layers use 5 and 6. The

sampling layer uses 2*2 sizes for this study. The other pa-

rameter adjustment method is the same as the DNN pa-

rameter. The CNN learning rate passes irst (1, 0.1, 0.01)

three kinds of values, as shown in Figure 7. When the learn-

ing rate = 1, the clear shock function is found, making the

recognition rate easy to cross the minimum, so this is not

considered for use. When the learning rate = 0.01, the func-

tion is in stable decline, but the learning rate is too small,

resulting in the convergence function being too slow. The

recognition rate will not arrive at the target. This study

used half-external data. At a learning rate of 0.1 the recog-

nition rate can reach 98%. When the learning rate is 1, 0.01,

the recognition rate is only 96%, 86%, so this study used

a CNN learning rate of 0.1. The batch number parameter

adjustment is the same as in DNN adjustment. This study

used different batch values to select the best value for the

recognition rate. The batch number of 2was found to be the

best value. The recognition rate reached the highest point.

The adjustment in the number of iterations is also the same

as in the DNN. The number of iterationswas selected for the

highest recognition rate and shortest iteration time = 20.

Fig. 7 . Learning rate parameters of convolutional neural network
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IV. RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSES

Five different vehicle pictureswere collected for clas-

siication including cars, sedans, motorcycles, buses and

trucks. Data were trained and tested using the GRNN, DNN

andCNN. In order to understand the neural network perfor-

mance in vehicle classiication, this study was divided into

two for comparison. Table 1 shows the recognition rates

and training time for the CNN, DNN and GRNN classiica-

tion types without image processing. Three internal clas-

siier identiication rates were all 100%, half-external and

external CNN and DNN recognition rate reached more than

ninety percent. GRNN attained only seventy percent in the

half-external and external recognition rate. CNN and DNN

achieved higher rates than GRNN in classiier identiication.

Although CNN and DNN presented good recognition rate

performance, they spent too much time training compared

to the GRNN.

In Table 2, CNN, DNN and GRNN are used to clas-

sify vehicle types. The identiication rate and training time

were processed with a median ilter and edge detection im-

age processing. The CNN and DNN can effectively shorten

the training time with image processing. When the GRNN

used median iltering and edge detection, the training time

did not change much, but the recognition rate increased by

three to four percent. Tables 1 and 2 show the comparisons.

CNN and DNNwere used as the identiication classiier. Re-

gardless if the imagewasmedian iltered and edge detected

or other image processing, the recognition rate achieved

more than 90 percent. The GRNN achieved a recognition

rate from 70 percent to 80 percent after median iltering

and edge detection.

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF THE RECOGNITION RATES AND TRAINING TIME IN VEHICLE TYPES CLASSIFICATION USING DIFFERENT NEURAL

NETWORKS (WITHOUT IMAGE PROCESSING)

GRNN DNN CNN

Recognition Rate (%) Time (s) Recognition Rate (%) Time (s) Recognition Rate (%) Time (s)

Internal 100 64 100 2530 100 39328

Half-external 79 31 97 1753 99 23464

External 74 15 94 1541 94.1 17359

TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF THE RECOGNITION RATES AND TRAINING TIME IN VEHICLE TYPES CLASSIFICATION USING DIFFERENT NEURAL

NETWORKS (IMAGE PROCESSED)

GRNN DNN CNN

Recognition Rate (%) Time (s) Recognition Rate (%) Time (s) Recognition Rate (%) Time (s)

Internal 100 59 100 2430 100 37328

Half-external 83 31 98 1553 99.2 21464

External 77 15 94 1441 94.3 15359

CNN uses unsupervised learning, has strong adapt-

ability and is good at data feature capture. Theweight shar-

ing structure network makes CNN more like a biological

neural network, with better results in image identiication.

DNN also belongs to unsupervised learning. The network in

each layer operates as the unsupervised RBM. Supervised

back-propagation is used to make adjustments so that deep

learning improves the recognition rate accuracy. The GRNN

uses supervised learning. Artiicial preparation examples

are used to predict the function of any possible input value

for the output. Therefore, the original data after median il-

tering, edge detection and other image processing can re-

move unnecessary structure so that the GRNN can more

easily identify the object. Image processing is a necessary

step in GRNN. DNNandCNN can ind their own features, but

the training time is too long. Median iltering and edge de-

tection can effectively reduce the training time. Image pro-

cessing is also a necessary step in DNN and CNN. The inal

result shows that the DNN and CNN recognition rates are

much higher than that of GRNN, with or without image pro-

cessing. Deep learning produces a much higher recognition

rate than shallow learning. Deep learning can replace the

previous shallow learning.
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TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF THE RECOGNITION RATES AND TRAINING TIME IN VEHICLE TYPES CLASSIFICATION USING DIFFERENT NEURAL

NETWORKS (IMAGE PROCESSED)

GRNN DNN CNN

Image Size Recognition Rate (%) Time (s) Recognition Rate (%) Time (s) Recognition Rate (%) Time (s)

128*64 74.3 1441 94 1441 94.3 15359

64*32 74 4 91 792 93.72 6104

32*16 74 1 88 367 92.53 1976

TheDNN, CNN andGRNNpicture sizeswere changed

to see if the recognition rate and training time changed, as

shown in Table 3. Changing the picture size did not change

the recognition rate for the GRNN. However, the training

time was effectively shortened. Changing the picture size

of DNN and CNN, produced a slight change in the recogni-

tion rate and the training time was also effectively short-

ened. The DNN and CNN recognition rate decreased proba-

bly because the picture size change reduced the picture fea-

tures, resulting in reducing the deep learning recognition

rate. The overall recognition rate was better than that for

the GRNN.

V. CONCLUSION

A vehicle type classiication system using neural net-

works is proposed in this study. The study results were ob-

tained in two parts. First, the image performance with im-

age processing technology produced better results than us-

ing only original pictures for the deep and shallow learn-

ing input. Secondly, changes in the picture size inluenced

both shallow and deep learning. The results show that ve-

hicle classiication using the CNN is better than that from

the DNN using the restricted Boltzmann machine. The two

types of neural networks produced much higher results

than the GRNN. It also shows that the deep learning tech-

nique is better than the shallow learning in this study. The

results demonstrated that the proposed system is effective

for vehicle type classiication. Future research will be fo-

cused on the development of real time trafic condition clas-

siication using an image recorder.
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